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16 DIALECTICAL MATERIALISivl A PHILOSOPHY OR SCIENCE?'

- Those who donot understand dialectics and those who are opposed
to 144.arxism present the argument that dialectical materialism
is ^not a science. At best, they claim, it is a poor excuse for

a philosophy. This type of opposition to dialectics can be easi-

ly fought'. o. far, without exception;-eVeryone of these scholars

in polemicizing against dialectics has proven merely that he

does not knO a.Meven what dialecticsds.

But there 'is another type 'of opposition to dialectics that is

more difficult.to handle. It is that.of the intellectuals who

.have been "won" over to dialectics, and in the name of dialec

tics,proceeu to revise it to suit.their.own ideological and
philosophical outIeeks. Another group of intellectuals, that

comes and goes, claims to accept "most" ofMarxisa' as scienti-

fic,. but rejects' dialectics as. unscientific.

Froatime to time our movement deals with these.unscientifie
and revisionist positions. To polaLicize against them, to pre-

: sent our position in struggle, helps, clarify many points that
would otherwise go una1isme7ed. In this case, however, we are
presenting a positive Statement of our ease, leaving for a fu-.-

ture 'date more polemic material on the subject.
.

RELIGIU.a.

Man, like other 'animals, was originally under the domination
of his natural environment. But slowly in his struggle for
existence he modified the natural environment. This process oon7

: tinued until he reached a point of social development in which

soae measures' of security were obtained in opposition to that
environment. It is "this struggle to satisfy his own needs that

has been the deterainant'factor in mar's social relations.. Out
of this struggle ideas and ideologies have sprung up at every
Stage., based on the level of productive ferces.

:Religion was man's first attempt to obtain an all embracing
systematic plan to explain man in relation to the world that
surrounds him .
The very low economic level of the struggle against nature pre-

Vented any scientific understanding Of the forces at.mork:in
riOure. Deducting his all embracing tystem-..frOmhis limited ob-

servation and knowledgeman..had to back upon BELIEBe-
lief (vs. facts) became the cornet-stone of religion; And its

dogma of a-SysteMatie universe rested necessarily on a subjec--.

'
idealistic viewpoint.. istorical Materialimn clearly:
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points out the relation,of.man's mental outlook to the state
of:hisepreuctive forces at a given period. Liliewise, the histo-
rical developmentof man frbm religion to philosophy, to science
expresses a dialectical relationship. As long as a mental posi-
tion or ..system of knowledge,such as religion, for example, is
based upon the premise of belief in opposition to:facts, it is
a waste ofhumi-n effort to attempt to utilize it as a foundation
for social .development. -

PHILOSOPHY
. _

Just at religion ,goes through its dialectical development so
,too.dces phiaosephy, and both are stages in the development of
men's outlook upon the world that surrouhds him - Philosophy watt
historically, e Step forward from religion. It started as a -

strUggle againct reliCior ,Not against everything that makes up
religion,.but at least those dogmas bf religion that social
ve73.-,J:ent.had passAd beyond anb made untenable. New economic ad-
vanceslaid the baeis for this wider 'and more factual understan-
ding of man and natureaand thereby for a positive criticism of
religion by philoscphy..
Philosophy plowed the ground and enabled seeds of science to ,
grow. But philosophy-fell into its own pitfalls. In criticizing
religion it had to sooner or later show that the whole structure,
the whole system, was false, ana.p.resent its own positiveesys-
temleor/else.capitulate to the all-embracing system of religion.
that had an answer (in faith) for everything. In constructing
its.bwn system of the universe for man and nature, each diffe-
rent philosophy had to borrow from religion the minute it went
beyond the facts and knowledge of the day. PhilotOphyeallied
itself with science', but the facts that science unearthed per-
mdtted too meager and too plow a process. Philosophy took into
itself the taWof !,going bevond'science", of hpointing the road
ahtaddr sciepcej of becOming' the "scienbe',:of:pcience".' In
realitrtawhorsescince7:ptopped and saidate know. no mbre., but
mutt 'make further investigationt,,philosophy pushed forward and
ca Me for,th with .many answers Which made for Many philosophical
SYSTEMS.' Philosophy mentsbeyond FACIS and fell into the pitfall_
pf'FANCla of beliefjof, faith. At best it became a RATIONAL FORM
p1 religion.

e
One must make a,dis*inction between caYSTEaS of -philosophy' and
the,socalled "every day philosophy" of mankind, Cr ."commen-senk.
5I Ii realitY,this. is no More 'than Man's iaeological baggage
:1,PHthe.pretent.clabt.society as to his relations with his

,

,

EVERY iviAN s PHILOSOPHY
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'fellow man and to nature: This is mainly a collection of .ethi-
cal concepts, prejudices', customs, soMe scientific truths,

aamoulded by class relations to reflect his status re-
lations.

PHILOSOPHERIANDTi1 SYST.;MSs

It it nepessary to, make a distinction between many concepts pre-
senteu by philosophers and the SYSTiLAL that these philosophers
have presented.. We can accept many of the ideas. and concepts,

' but we mutt reject the systems. Deduction in. analysis inves-
tigation is essential at given stages Of'the.process, but deduc-
tion'as the i,11!;THOL-of investigation is false and one-tided. We
can say the same thingLin,relation to lcgice. Logics, within a
proper framework.has its value, but logics.as a SYSTEM is false,
mechanical and one-sided.. So tbo.with philosophy. Because we are
condemning philosophy as SYSIMS this dbes. not Iii,iply-concemna-
tion of all ideas, conceptsaand investigations carried on by phi-
losophers. Every philosophical tyetem is unscientific, and in
the .last analysis. is either idealistic or mechanical materialist.
Even the best philosophical Li have loop holes for "Goa
Builders".

'THE MATERIAhIST PH1LOSOPHRS.

In commenting now on the materialitt philosopher b 'we do not im-
ply that the:idealistic philosophers have contributed nothing,
.nor do we want to emphatize one aaainst'the other. We selct the

. materialist philbsophers to show their relation.to.seientifice
and dial ectical Uevelopment in the Struggle against religioh.
No one can deny the historical importance of the contributions.
of Aristotle, who developed a System of Formal Logic which stood
like a mountain,.supremo,.,until .±=Loge:'( overthrew itSa,tenets and
laid the foundation for a .higher :system of the forms of thoughts.
No-one:is trying to push a-ide iqato, the founder of philoso-
phical idealism donsidered in his historical setting, like all
questions must be consiaereu, he presented contributions.: Nor do
we 'forget Heraelitus, (530-470:B.Cj who was one of the earliest
dialecticians. Eat this in no way negates thefact that these
SYSTEkS are falte and unscientific, and that PHILOSOPHY must be
discarded, just like religion, if :scientific progress is to be
made. a '

_ -
There are plenty of advanced' thinkert.who haVe long .ago over-
throWn.religion in their qUest for seientific:knOwledgeBut
thertaarefar too :many of these tiame thinkens-Wheanot'only hovea

. not. ttarted a fight against philbsophy, but instead have, adoPtedi':::,

'
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one or another SYSTLfU'of philosophy -as their over-all for scien-
tific invF:st1ge.t1on.1i other words, they have- thrown religion

(as a' 7STEi3e, out the door; only te.find it'return through the

win0..Ow in '-the form of phiInsophy.

Science most c3ea.n hoe of :both religion and. :philosophy. .

Otherwise it has a historioai e:.r..9..g of unocilitific baggage,

i
'

weighVy as the Alps.

The first tendenaies of materialismAn philosophy date back to

the Ionic Sohool-of Greece. liemocritus (460-360B.C.) further
developed the materialist ideas,, 'followed b7: Epicurus of Greece
and Lucretus- of'ROme. 8. Spinoza; and T. Eobbes, with all 'of

their faults' Were defenders of 'the materialist concepts. 8o .too

were 'the Fvench School Of Diderot, HelvetiuS, Holbach and. Lamet-:
trie. Bacon, theloUnder of English biateriaiism, also puts In -

his blows in behalf of materialism against

idealismAs:thedevelopment of society continued upon an expanding econo-
miC base', the production. of ideas became differentiated out of
the'Production of things, until we reach the German materialists.
Feuerbach is the outstanding materialist in this long chain in:'
the development from materialisM to a clear understanding of
philosOphY. FeuerbaCh's Main contribution was the destruction

of philosophy as a special "'science". Furthermore; he took giant
steps:forward.in the destruction of idealiaM. He lacked dialec-
tics and fell short his goal. But'hiework was progress. Lietzgen
presented the materialist and dialectical point of view;and.sta-
ted,the "Positive .Outcome of Philbsophy". Even with his short-
coMings he ,is head and shoulders above the'others.. -

112'..RX ANli ENGELS
-

While Feuerbach did -much in the negative,"destructive",-work of

unearthing the true facts of the charaCter of philosophy, it
Was left to :marx-and Engels to carry this a step forward and
present a positive- outca..J.e of tte, problem. In overthrowing phi-
losophy, marx .and Engele developed LialaCtical MaterialisM.
Quite the Contrary to the arguments of many so-called ."Marxists",

,

PialectiCal-Aaterialism is 'not a-NEW philosophyto,repiace all
other philosOphies. liialectical Blaterialism-is no philosophy at

Its very.premiSe, its structure, its whole theoretical
-foundation is a refutation of tLL philosophy.

1.)...i.41.epticaI-;Aaterialibm 1.0..a...science*, even though -a science in

its infancy It is theccieptific tLeory of 1,c.low.ledge as an
application of the GENERAL LiA.US'of nature, social development

,

-0*.huialanthow.,,ht.
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Is it true that both Marx and Engels spoke or dialectical mate-
as-aphilosoph0 Ye64.-just-asLenin Spoke of Socialism

in tssia six 'months .eXter. the:October. Revolution. These are--
Wrong formulations. But if one reads the 'context of these passe.-.
ges,'seen how Marx and Engels-used the term, and what their po-
sition 'was, it is clear that they were referring to the begin-
ning- stages Of the .science of dialectics.

-When marx and Engels, on morethan one occasion, took up the,
question of dialectics as_philosophy or science, they clearly
stated that dialectics represents a science in opposition to
philosophy. Marx,- thesis on Feuerbach presents fundamental dis-
tinctions between dialectics and philosophy.

1

THEORIES ANI.i THEORIES.

Just like there are leaders and leaders, compromises andcompro-
wises, some that are good. and some that are bad depending On the

...class point of Views so too,there are-"good" and ."bad" theories
from a SCIENTIFIC point.of view:-

If we conside/the three phases of the development of human
. .

.

.
thought, fromjeligions. to philosophy, to science, we will find_
three .basic concepts of theory. The: theoretical premiseof,Teli-

.
gion is primarily that of BELIEF and FAITH. The most Subtle of
the religious theories 'of today 'rests in the last analysis on
these theoretical premises. .

In regard to philosophy each system is-based upon certain 1113a7

.sic".assu4tions, plus deduction no Matter how elaborate the
attempt to build up the "proof" of the assumptions and the
"logic" of the deductions..

It is sad, but true,' that many socalled theories of _"scientists"
in various fields of research have no more solid basis than the
theories as presentedby the philosophers. iiany.fields of scien-
ce, still in their infancy, have large numbers or quacks; for
example, the-social "scientist" Who defends the capitalist.sys-
tem, or the "scientists" who havezivenustfie:Nazi "race .Vieo-
ry.4. This is philosophy disguised as science, ,just as some re-
ligions as philoSophies.. -

Science makes a distinction between a'verified hypothesis ap-
plicable to many related phenomena and .a hypothesis without'
proof. One must be sure to ;know haw the "scientist" As using
the term before he can judge itSvallie.

0.
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of the day (which they accepted) 'and out of this "timber" con-.
struct their Mouse. The'dxength of this house waa as strong as.'
its weakest plank, and. as mush of it was Very unscientific and

the house was very weak. Dialectical materialist pre-
sents no: such house of cards.

Dialectical Aaterialism can lay claim to being THE theory Of.
knowledge and therefore, the scientific method of.inVestigatinn,
only because it bases itself upon-OBJECTIVE REALITY. Dialectical
'materialism as the theory of knowledge is a part of Dialectics
as the GENERAL LAWS OF NATURE, SOCIETY, AND HUMAN THOUGHT.,The
PARTICULAR laws of nature, etc., are the concretization and
Investigation in each sphere of the differentjorms of matter

.

: in motion. These general laws of matter in motion are not.de-
duction out Of the thin 'airs They represent,the-frUit of the
'research'of:man throlighout his historical development. The dis-
'covery and understanding of dialectics was made posSible when
the mode of production andsocial development reached a certain
stage of development. To bemore/exactv-it has come when man' has
teached_theurning point in his historiCal development, a turn-:
ing. point where behind him stretches. thousands of years of the
exploitation Of, man by man through Slavery, Feudalism and Capi-
talisy4 and before him lies the road of the cooperation of man
against 'nature, the elimination of the exploitation of 'man by
man.

Necessity was the mother of this discovery: the necessity'of
-

.man to free himself from'eXploitation by man. This. in turn is
based upon the real-material factor of the productive forces
having reached a.level of organization which enables Man to .

produce abunaance for ALL mankind,
.

-Upon this firm historical foundation, Marx, and Engels brought
.

forth dialectical materialism. Upon the firm foundation that
.

the proletariat as the last class in the social chain of clas-
ses develops this weapon of science for its van freedom and
thereby the freedom of mankind from hUman-slavery.-The very .

foundation of sciende is the foundation of dialectical materia-.
list. Anyone who confuses dialectical materialistivith philo-s4by has yet to learn the fundamental laws of dialectics.

3.1.43.
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For the dialectician, as we have often said theory is the ac-:
cumulation and reflection of practice to be used as a guide to
action... Theory and practice are merely two sides of one question:-
The problem of theory,i8 a problem of practice.. It is the inter-
action of tneory.and practice and their "unity in struggle" that
Constitutes forward Steps in sCientific development. Historically,
science develops through practice: The theoretical science that
is of ..any value, is a summation of -practice as a tool in the.
struggle to conquer nature. Theory-based on OBJECTIVE REALITY
becomes real knowledge able to predict; to foretell, to help us
CHANGE TH. WORLD. Only those.fidlds of, science that use as their
primary weapon this theoretical position on the question of the-
ory Make real progress.

_ .

Let us state that while the basic use of theory rests upon prac-
tice as a guide to action, upon sound and tested theoretical
structures, there is also the need and room for the use in re-
search work, of AUXILIARY hypothetical theoretical' concepts.
Such concepts are tools, just like a boxer carries out shadow
boxing. A boxer who only shadowboxes is no more a boxer than -

a Pedientist, who uses only hypothetical premises.

WHAT IS SCIENCE ?

Science is mare than just systematized knowledge oryitruth".:
Science is an'accumulation Of knowledge of general laws and
facts as the working rules of'a given.field of investigation.
It separates itself from religion ana philosophy by this very:
premise. But that is not all. Science mu:3. present e. factual' -

-explanation.which can be proven of objective reality under:ob-
servation. If it is scientific it must give 'man real knowledge
over natural' and:sooial. forces', to enable man to analyse, con-
trol and foresee. - '

Each special field of science is nothing more than the study of
,a specific FORidi of mATTER IN mOTION that is isolated by man and
studied to enable us to learn of its internal laws, its cause
and effect, its development and decay through contradiction,
and its relation to other forms of matter in motion. The classi
fications of science can take no other path than the hierarchy.
of the forms of matter in motion. Science, which deals with the
analysis of the different torts of matter in motion automati-
cally excludes religion and philosophy fran its realm.

DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM AS A SCIENCE.

The philosophers attempted to construct their systems as the
',Science of science" by gathering together all of the knowledge
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NATIONAL. LIBERATION ANP.THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION

The bourgois revolutionsOf the last century which leveled off.
FeudalisM and laid thefoundation for the 6eve1opment of the
capitalist mode of production, mero-unable to complete the de-
mocratic and agrarian tasks that confronted them. This histori-
cal limitation wasinherent in :the ecOnomie .structure of conti-
nued,exploitation of man by"man through the form of wage slave-
ry. So today; in the decay of the capitalist system we find in
evory country, even. in the most auvanced, such as the United
States., England., France and Germany, Unfulfilled agrarian and
democratic demands.

In addition to this carry-over, there is the problem of natio-
nalism created by the suppression of minorities by the leading
imperialist powers. These subjedt small nations, such as Poland,
Czecho-Slovakia, with their national aspirations in
advanced capitalist economic relations, are in-turn im-
perialists" who subject and eXploit.other minorities., As we have
said before, the problem.of'national liberation arising from the
unfulfilled agrarian and 'democratiddemands of the:past differs
from the .41national liberation" problem of those capitalist na-
.tion6 which are Subjected by imperialism.. Their strategical and
tactical problems must. be worked out accordingly.'

But the Shachtman Trotskyites are, in too great a flux to follow
through.to a consistent line.

Kicked out by Trotsky as a petty-bourgeois current, rejecting
the position for the defense of the Soviet Union, with part of
their leadership paying only lipr-seniice'to.dialectical mate-
rialism they at least had to start thinking for themselves.
They no longer had Trotsky to lean on. So far this independent
thinking. has not solved any of' Ahe problems, nor had itsjeader-
ship found its way back to Aarxism. On all the major questions,
such aS defeatism, political and organizational independence of
the revolutionary Aarxian Organization," Labor Parties etc.,
theyscontinue,to give lip-service to the false Trotsky positions.
Nevertheless this independent 'thinking hasi-caused motion in
their ranks, developing more positions on many questions than
one can shake a stick at.

.

On the question of national liberation arid. the proletarian revo-
lution this same process is proceding- in their ranks. Whereas
the Red Front of Germany and 'the R.W.L. took up and adopted its
theoretical position on the national question in Europe in rela-
tion to Fascism, etc., at the tiMe of the AUnich conferenCe, the

1
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different Trotsky.factions, as usual, only'began to argue this
question after the national problem crashed on their peaceful.
discussion table'.

The reason we have go much confusion on the national question
and.the road to powersis because the proletariat hasinhorited
not only the unfulfilled agrarian and democratic demands of the
past, but also must solve the new "twilight" forms of nationa
lism in the small capitalist countries that'are subjected by
larger. (imperialist)-powers. These small capitalist
countrieS-have long ago, unlike the colonial countries, passed
thrOu,gh-their national or bourgeois7democratic revolutions.
This is the problem. that Hall of the Shachtmanites mixes.up in
the April 1943 "New International".

Years ago the socialists and staiinistsi though in different
ways', prebented the position of "two revOlutions"--first the
democratic revol4ion and then the proletarian revolution.. In
one form or .the other the centrists have duplicated this forMu-
la, For example., Trotzky presented the struggle in Spain in the
1936.civil war 'as a struggle.between demoCrady and fascism, in-
stead of clearly pointing out that. the class struggle in Spain
had reached the point ofCommunisM or Fascism. Behind the slogan
of democracy or fascism vas concealed the formula of two revo-
lutions: first a. defeat. of Fascism by liemocracy,. and then, .a

struggle between :Democracy and CoMmunism. They did not recognize
the proletarian revolution.

Shachtman's group dOes-this with the aaAing revolutions it.
Europe,.using the question of national liberation as the for-
mula to drag .in other dead cat's.

"Ordinarily the phrase 'proletarian revolution' is' quite clear
and sinple. we mean the socialist revolution." Here is where
the Trotskyites.take a clear and Simple-question and immediate-
ly warp it.fOr their own false ends. The proletarian revolution
'does not."clear and simple" mean a'SOCIALIST revolution.. Marx-
ists equate a proletarian revolution with the term SOCIAL (not
socialist) revolution in distinction to a political revolution.
A political revolution means'a change in the gr'o'ups, :sections
Of the class in CONTROL of:the.state power, without changing the
property and class. relations, of the society;'whilQ a social re-
volution means a: change in the class and property relations as
well as instate power to favor' a new Mode of production.

In all European countries, where the Nazi have taken over and
have driven out; the former governments there are' developing

,
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revolutionary situations. These revolutionary situations are .

arising out of economic break-down caused, by war destruction And
general capitalist decay. In these revolutionary.Situations the
governments in exile under Anglo-American domination hope to
carry through only a-POLITICAL reVolution if possible. They are
goint to do everything possible as agents of the Anglo-American
imperialists to prevent a SOCIAL' revolution, a proletarian-revo-
lution,

Even before the war, since 1914, history's first point on the
.European agenda has been the proletarian revolution:

These revolutionary situations maturingoin-Europe(and Asia and
other Tarts of the earth) are so. deep that their'solution invol-
ves social revolutions. Only if the proletariat are defeated in
these revolutionary struggles, and only on the basis of DEFEATS
,Can the exploiters.establish:their successful political'revolu-
tions,

The Anglo-American imperialist willlirst try to use semi-
fascist governments; to the degree of class pressure and to the
degree that the revolution burns'up these forces, they will

-

feed out bourgeois-democratic -governments and even Peoples'
:Front Governments of socialists, stalinistS and labor traitors
to stem the tide toward proletarian dual power.

Only eclectics -can speak of first apolitical revolution--and
then a social revolution. On this-point our centrist friends
will claim.to agree with us.. But Hall has taken this dynamic
process andcovered it with other labels: to. conceal, the real

-

'process, The' Shachtmanites speak of the "proletarian revolution'-
first, settling the question. of natiOnal liberationand. then--
the-SOCIALIST revolution; In living reality (of the dynaMics'of
events). the national liberation "revolution" they speak of will
be.the POLITICAL revolution ofthe'exploiters under-Anglo-Arne-,
-rican domination) as the first PHASE of the.SOCIAL proletarian. -

revolution.

In this same article the writer says) "But between now and the
time when sucha proletarian, socialist revolution succeeds,
many struggles and.revo1utions, can and will take place which
are not under the leadershipof revolutionary socialist parties,
end revolutionary' socialist slogans..One 'such struggle is the
movment -for national liberation in occupied Europe which leads
-in the direction of a:reVolution which will facilitate the soCia-
list.revOlution." Here the writer has confued. the question 'of
a revolutionary SITUATION in which the exploiters and the-work-'
ing class have two different roads for a'solution. The bourgeois-

. .

4'111
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democrats, to reestablish the rule' of exploitation and hold ih
check the Workers, have the road of-"nationaliberation", while
the workers from the first day of the Saae revolution, Whch is
a social revolution, have as their, aim the SOCL.LIST 501,,3TION.
The exploiters 'want to STOP the social revolution by,sidstrack
ing it in "national liberation" channels that will liberate
nothing' and solve less.

In the quotation just given we have an example 'of the centrist
formula for the TWO REVOLUTION THEORETICAL CONCEPT. This is a
revision. of Marxism.

. -

NO let us connect up the problem: of "national liberation" with
socialist demands and see how these' twoaspects.of ONE revolu-tion are solved in the course of the road to power.

.

course the working class fights for the unfulfilled agrarian
and democratic demands in .Europe as well as in the colonial
*countries. But the bourgeois (social) revolution in Eurepe has
long since been accomplished and is outmoded 1 and these demands
Can now be solved, only by the .proletarian (social) revolution.

The first ?HEof the revolution will be highly colored
the iliational liberation" and the dead cat of the exploiters
"return".to bourgeois demOcracy. The Anglo-American interven-
tion with bullets and 'food will strengthen this tendency. it
is their life-savsr ta.STOP, to CHECK.the.reVolUtion, to ek-
haUst it, beat it down into this mould.

Our job' is to recognize this reality in the first phase of 'the
-revolutionf Present a program And slogans, to win ALLIES and back-
ward' sections of. the workers. who fall for the Anglo-American'
,bougeois line of "national liberation", to help the masses Over
this first difficult phase into the direct struggle for power:

In this first phaSe it is a life and death' race between the
revolutionary-4uarxists,.on the one hand, and the Anglo-American
imperialists and their fascist and reforiaist agents on the other

:hand, to CRYSTALIZaL ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES'ANaTORAB to ohan-nelize this revolutionary motion of the masses;

Ours is simple. It is the dual power of Workers Councils, of
Soviets. The imperialists''is even simpler. It is

tore-establishthe state forms and structures of What was there beforeHitler, all the way from, Monarchist regimes to Peoples Front
regimes 'whichever commodity goes over best in each country.

-
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But if you first"RELP channeliZe the mass sentiment into the
-pitfalls of "national liberation"--and then, later, after the
exploiters! state forms are well deVeloped7-you work for the
socj.alist solution--you are too late."

Hall Says,."One such struggle is the movement for liberation in
occupied Europe which leads in the 'direction of a revolution
which will FACILITATE the socialistrevolution." The struggle
for "liberation" will not FACILITATE the socialist revolution'
when it is 'withinthe framework of the TWO revolution concept.
It will mot facilitate the'workersends when' you first help
the' gourgeois-democrats build their Capitalist institutions and
police and'Atateesuch as Peoples Fronts (and. Labor Parties as
the American form), and' other structure's controlled trthe eX-
ploiters.and their agents. To do this is to help the bourgeoisie
create obstacles to the struggle of the workers te fulfill the
revolution. .1.

The struggle for a solution' of the agrarian' and dembcratic car-
ryovers in Europe and for-"liberatioe is progressive ONLY if
carried out on the line of.channelizing this sentiment towards
soviets with socialitt aims at the very first phaseof the re7
VolUtion, 'clearly pointing out that the SOLUTION of these
tional liberation", problems is possible 'only if the proletariat
establishes its own state Tower, the dictatorship of the prole-

.

Now let us take another 'aspect. The living dynamics of the re,-
volutions unfolding in Europe will. take'the.eomplicated path'
to-the seizure of power by the working class.- In/the first
phase of the ,SOVIET POWER7-the.dictatorship,of..the Proletariat
will be concerned mainly with solvingthe agrarian and democra
tic carryovert. The.material process will not be first."national
liberation", and then socialist .steps. The process will be of

-,a combined development where measures in 'the directionof a
socialist solution Will overlaP and accelerate the direct satis-
faction of agrarian and democraticdemandt.

Hall.dontinues,his false "two reVolution" concept. "In order to
achieve the ousting of Hitler the masses must be ready to
struggle directly against their own collaborating bourgeoisie
and the Threes of Hitler occupation. On order to make the soci-
alist revolution; the masses must, be prepared to break with
their own "democratic" bourgeoisie and its labor agents, to
-fight against the cohnter-revOlutionary stalinist regime which
stands ready as the executioner of the Eastern socialist revolu-
tion and above all with the international bourgeoisie which as

A,
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always stands ready with its tremendous economic. and military
resources to.intervene in any one of the national sectors of
its battlefronts."

In other words, With one 'kind of proletarian revolution you Can
get rid of Hitler.; but it takes another :kind of proletarian re-
Volution; a second socialistrevolution, to get the whole hog.
This mechanical separation of' the task of getting rid of Hitler
and the "collaborating" bourgeoisie, from the next task of get-
tingrid.of the "democratic" exploiters, it the worst kind of
eclectic thinking. It is treated as two separate problems. This
is just what the "democratic" exploiters want.

Even if treated as two phases. ()tone problem in TWO STAGES OF
TIiviE it is wrong. TO begin at the beginning and kick out_ Hitler
and the collaborators involves.at the same time a struggle with
the "democratic" bourgeoisie over democratic, proletarian, and
socialist demands. The two aspects of the problem will merge in
TI alE element. Does Hall think the .unglo-Ameriean imperialists
and their underground agents are going to allow a time to lapse
between the kicking Out of Hitler by the revolution and the time
they come in to :proclaim their God given right-to rUle-therbOtt?
The equation we have presented elsewhere, on. the opening of the
second front answers.this question., The second front in kvirOpe
will be determined primarily by the class relations in Europe
and not by7 the desire to smash Hitler's control. 'To smash Hit-
ler is part of the military strategy, which it dependent on
class relations. When the class relations get out of Nazi con-
troll when the danger develops of the rite of dual power, then
the Anglo-American imperialists will bring in their froces and
their agents, from the Pope to the Clericals, frbm the Monar-
chists to the reformitt.hangmen,.from the Red Cross to.the
'machine guns.

To.separate the "national liberation" coloring of' the first
PHASE of the proletarian (social)-revolution from the SOCIALIST
steps for .solution is to negate the.Whole struggle of the work-
ing class in advance.

. iviay 12-43.

,g
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STILLIN..TC.iTS AL=.0LI-H THIRD 1.14T ERMATI01\141,
. .The resolution of the Presidium of the Executive.ComMittee

of the C.I., which ctlls Upon its.s,ctions to dissolve the
international cehtcr is the Idost sh_mefUl Pieee of Jesuit
trickery these soci_1,-..patriots h:.,ve yet issued. In ,the nlino
of idarx _rid Lenin thy present',::. -politic ...1 position th,..st
11.,s been condelthaua t4roughout th-e whole period of .revolu-L.
tion-xy proletlri,n hittory.
They aid not even.see.fit gther enough stnoL7es trka
-.. quorum .of h. .mxecutilre ComiLittee. . subcomiitte6,
the Presidiu. t....kes. the action.: From the St!:...ndpnint nf
dem.ocrtic centr.'diam own-constitutiin this is
i11 3a1.. Only after the m.Acrity.vote is.t.ken c .n there.be
disSolutipn. Legr.117,' t present it iE'nnly a 7ecomnenda-ti-n. But his is not the Liqnrtint Tho

,burper..tS never r-id ..1.hy.attntion to.Idelancrcy in their
org_r1i7ction iri ih t un no. his 'clique Lecide is :.:.uto;--

c

CR:Lut,....

We ,re told by the resclution th%t. .1ro_ay in 1935 the 7th
Cnngress tonk.intc ...cc-)unt the ch,-...nging situ:Alt-A.1 and .the
need for gre:....ter flexibility...nd,indpendonce 'nf its ,sec-tions.. The res-,lution to'saY.th,::t this oh nge in
policy wa's-based upon the new 'turn following tho seizure of
power by-Hitler, aftr tn.. °Thfra Period° policy of niechann-
ical application of ultra-L..ft taCtids on an. intoi.rnational'
scale resultud in disastr for ,their forces'ail eve- the
world. They forget to tell.us tn.::: resoir.titin thut their
prograa,(against the Geri.Jan r..,volution) -Major fr.:.ctor
that enabled Hit1(.,r to tak- thom furthar to
the right. of th_ir °Peopls Front° .1Lae.
front with SociL1-.DeaocraCy. .
The resolutinn slys tha sal......e considerations 'guided thAm in
allowing the Unf..t:::1 Lictirn to ,.ithdr''Ar: C.I.But everyone knows, VL.fl dum!....ly like Lis, th-Lt 3rovder
and his cro:.Nd withdrew bee us - 'of the new law by
United.Stltes _making it pen'.1ty to 'intern'Ainn:L1affilixtinns with bodies )' tsiu tn.. cr-unt.ry .1dvc.c:ting
overthrow-.
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H3UROORACY REPLACED DEMOCRATIC-CENTRALISMH

These "democrats of democrats" say that the same consideration,
led them "to avoid interferenbe in the internal organizational
affairs of the Communist Parties." Everybody knots that no
section'of the Stalinist international.had One iota of inde-
pentence,.and has ,not had since the expulsion and murder Of
all opposition. .

If these "reasons". are lies--then that are the reasons?

The resolution states that the tar did not enable them "to con-.
vene a congress'of the Communist international." This is worse
than a lie. With their International apparatus and their GPU
they could convene.ten congresses if they so:desired. Their

)

boatSply all the seas. But they would only stand exposed if
they got together. They can carry out their betrayal of the
working class and colonial masses, their support of'the

.

impe-
rialist war, better Without congresses which would only reveal'
their bankruptcy.. .

Weare- reminded that MarX.."alwaYe subordinated forms of orga-
-nization of the working class movement and methods of working
of such organizations tO the fundamental political interest
of the working class movement as.a whole." This is-true, but
liquidation 'without replacing it With a better organization,
a superior organization, is not a question of fORMS of orga-
nization.,It is.a question of the content Of the organization,
of whather an international working class. organization is ne-7

' cessary at all;

LIES ABOUT HISTORY TO CONCEAL CRIMES

These .Stalinists are masters at rewriting history for their own
fake ends. Now they tell us that Marx dissolved the. first in-
ternational, as. a logical-step fortard, as progress. Actually,.
the "laying of,the foundation" was accomplished in spite of

.

the liquidation. The struggle in the first international with
the Anarchists, strongly entrenched in Europe, forced its
transfer to America and its peaceful

burial.Therp.isnothing in.comon between the Btalinist..arguments for
liquidating an international center in the period of the second
Imperialist war when We are on the eve of social revolutions
in Europe and Asia, and the events and the period of history;
that forced the liquidation of he first international

.

I

"
'

"0
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" The Stalinist s not only think the workers are .-Gttipid flea_ know- 'e
:nothing about the history of the first international, :they
also think the workers don't event remember 'what happened.
after 1919, when the C.I.svas founded by Lenin and Trotzky..

They tell us the C.I. was founded to uphold the principles
of the -working class movement, to help establish real working
class parties, to help mobilize the torkers-for their economic
and political interetts, to struggle lagainst*FascieMand the
over which .the latter was preparing;...:.", and for the support

, of the Soviet.Union:against the Fascists.
.

.

Those weasel words, this fakery is an infamous insult to Lenin
earid Trotsky and all the Marxists who sacrificed to help build
the ComMunist international from 1919 on up to the period':

'Stlinismetook it over..
: *

.Lenin'seinternational was organized for no such limited pur-
pose.

The revolutionary Marxists. organized the Third-International
because the Second International-had-soId-out the terkers in.

. the first world war ,to the imperialiste, Stalin cannot talk
of this because the'Stalinistas are repeating; on even a worse-
level,.the:betrayal of the Second international,

I -

The -Comintern was organized.teeldefend the conquest of October
and to EXTEND THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION to Germany and to the
whole world...Stalinism cannot .taIk of extending the revelution..
They are doing all they can to help smash the revolutionary
movement and_ the developing revolutions*.

The Third International vas organized to overthrow .capitalism.
But Stalinism cannot -talk of oVerthrowing capitaiisMwhile
calling for the support 5f the imperialist 4iari-while.suppor-
ting capitalism all over the world,

:

The Bolsheviks organized -the Third Internationaleto guide the
masses in their' straggieefor power, in their fight to

*

-.blish the dictatorship of the proletariat against the dicta-
....torship-.ef the exploiters. ButStaiinism canhet talk about.
e this Stalinism helped. the Peoples Front in France and Spain,,
to defeat the revolution. It:helped*Chiang Kai Chek behead
the Chinese 'revelUtien.

The liquidation of-the.C.I. by the Stalinists 'is not onlY:a
.capitulation to the -Anglo-American imperialiste. Its .very
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.:2"Paz.9ns.are.a. eapitulation to. the imperialist- war., to the
anti-or-in: e1ef3e line ef.RobseVelt_and Churchilli.to'the
Dvies.new *men to WYSCOW to line up' aid to defeat the
coming1 Tlfl o is.

. . . .
. .

*,The Stalinists can only talk about defending workers' rights,
about JAgtt-Acaz F:atcism,: etc', kny socia3.a-patriet, any labor
agent .caf,t11e capitalists can Lay the saMe 'thing in the .UnitedNatiois carnp

. .

,TEE STALIN-HITLER PACT

The'Staiiniete'skip theehistoryeef the Comintern-up until
the.FeePiete:invaded Germany in 1941 They skip over 20:
Years Of* ite..existeneenov skip. not only the period of Lenin
and-Trotsky; but also .the period of the Left Opposition, and
also the period of the siitler-Stalin pact.

They talk as though they are the teal fighters' against Feta-
cism.eButFasnism an reaction came to power in Germany,' in
Spain and other places due to the false anti-working class
policies of the Stalinists. '

.

When they signed the Hitler-Stalin Fact, a pact which was
the signal for the second imperialist world war,ethey accused
England and France of "fopenting.the war"; of being capitalist
war mongers.' And they Said' Hitler wants pease.. They said they
could live peacefully :with Hitler Gernany. Let us hear what
Molotov said .about the Hitler:-Staiin Papt.at the meeting of
the Supreme::'..ioviet of the U:.:;.SR in October 1939:

"Today,'. as far a$ the .European great powers are concerned;
Germany is in the position of a state. which is .striving for
the earliest termination of themar,.and for .peace, while'

' Great Britain and France', which but;yetterdaY.were declaiming
against' aggression, are in -favor of continuing the war and

: are opposedto the conclusion of peace .'4 *

-'"One may accept or reject the ideology of.Hitlerisma as well-
as.any.other ideological system, that is.a.-matter of taste."

"It is fear of losing world.supreMacy that dictates to the
ruling*circles of Great Britain and France the.Policy.of*fo-,
mening.warWith Germany. Thus the imperialist.charecter Of
this war is.obVious."..

. . . .

*otIr relations with Germany have radically improved, -H.ere'the-e,
develOpMent.has preceded along the line of strengthening our

-

-

1:
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friendly,reiationS, extending our practical cooperation and
redering.Germany,support in her efforts for peace."

ABANDON INTERNATIONALISM EVEN IN .WORDS .

Yesterday Trotsky advanced his famous "French turn" and revi-
sion of Marxisiz on the question of' the liquidation of the pc-
litical and organizational independence of the xevolutiOnary
Marxian organization. His formula was to liquidate into the
Second Internationalwhich, according to Trotsky, was the .

hope of the coming revolution. History has' proven, this false,
has proven that along with the Many ensuing splits, the Trots-
kyites have moved fat to the right and have followed up that
capitulation 'with fmther revisionism in every principled field
Of 'theory anclaction.

Now the Stalinist's advance even worse, yes childiShr non-po-
litical argUments, in defense of their liquidation.-
"But :long before the War it became more and More clear that
with increasing complications In internal and international .

relations of various countries any sort2of international cen-
ter would encounter 'insuperable obstacles in solving the pro-
blems facing the movement in each separate country"...

NATIONALISM TO' REPLACE INTERNATIONALISM

Insuperable obstacles? If "any sort of International center
would encounter insuperable obstacles", then ANY KIND of in- .-ternational!is of no value. We must reject the Marx, Engels,. .

Lenin principled position on internationalism and'revert backto a national solution of our working class problems. This isthe stupid and childish argument of Stalinism.. yet it controls
millions on a world scale who follow this Catholic Church
mumble-jumble. .

Long after Marx, Capital clearlYrevealed the:processes inthe Capitalist mode-of productions:long after the productive
force s' have battered down national boundaries and.made it anelementary fact that the problems of the workers and oppres-..sed masses can find a solution only on an. international basisthe Stalinists tell us to go back to nationalism I

. ,
Fight the international plans of the exploiters with nationalplans?

According to Stalinism we have outgrown internationalism andthe new development is back to nationalism. Listen to this

- ,
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"The organizational form of uniting workers chosen by,the
first congress of.the-C.I. answered conditions of the first
stages of the forking class Movement,, but it has been outgrown
by the groWth Of this movement and by the complications of
its problems :in separate countries, and has .even become a.
drag on -the further strengthening of the national working class
:parties."
In Lenin's day the International was alright but today it is
antiquated! In the first world war we needed an international,
but in the second world war.te don't need it to fight the

In all.the. lies, there is 4:0Fytrue:remark. Undoubtedly the Sta-
linist International "was a drag" on the national parties 1

Its anti-working class policies, burocracy and mechanical con-
trol became a blight on all its national sections and the wor-
kers. they influenaed. .

The liquidation of the Stalintern does not mean that all the
sections within the different countries are going to be dissol-
ved. Some will be sent into other partiesi such as the Labor
Party, some Jill change their-naJle, some will go .:underground,
but a strong,burOcratic underground machine will relliain, domi-
nated'by the murderous GPU.

. 'WORK1RS TOLD TO FOLLOW 'NATIONAL FLAG

,How an organization that even claims to be revolutionary -canissue an order abolishing its international and NOT SAY ONE
WORIJ about the developing revolutions. in Europe and Asial nor
one word about the aims and preparations of American Imperia-lism to dominate the world through beheading the reolutions
is beyond understanding -- unless the document is written to
mislead, ,-unless it is a produot of betrayal and capitulation
to the .finglo-'American imperdalists.'

Yes, they speak of ouprisings" against2Hitler, but not of
social revolutions against,capitalism. Their aim is to oust
Hitler, but te,KJ/EP'CAPITALISg in Germany, to. PREVENT Socialrevolution.. ;,:

They' end their "Order" asking for a:renewed struggle against"German fascism, and its associates and vassals." .

You canpot defeat fascism'in its German or dtalianFORUS while
supporting bourgeois democracy,which.paves the way for diffe-
rent national forms of fascisM at home. .
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.
That is now our task. It is the task of the INTERNATIONAL
CONTACT COmaILiSION and every other revolutionary Marxist force
and group. The international pRntact Commission has made a
beginning in this direction, but only a beginning., Now is the
time to build I AS Lenin said

trao.,t, ,, ,7?rq.,, t,,..,,,,t, 1,,,,,i4t,, ,:r-spi:-,,,; t 4.,..-(1., k-,

,,,,, ,y.,,,,,-;! 5.i., L 1,', ' ;1 ,l,;,".'"yr '',,,' -,,,,i . ,
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JristorY has proven on morpthanone-odcasiOn that you cannot -
. fight capitalism by supporting one group:of.imperialists who
are at war against anOthergroup':of imperialists. You Cannot
-defend the Porkers intereSts ty Suppbrting one group of capi-
talists another group of capitalists.

The ,organizational liquidation of the C.I. was preceded by
, the 2plitical liquidation of the.C.I. and its parties as a
.weapon for the torers; interests. Altho this oceured way

back in the twenties,' in the period of the.Chinese revolutions,
it became 'clear to most of us:only:when Stalinism end
policies helped'Hitler-:into power..

The liquidation of the C.I. was long overdue But n t for the
reasons the Stalinistvgive.- The Stalintern was a revisionist,
non-Marxist anti-working class agency of imperialism. Moreover,

. .

. its leadership Spent 20 years in emasculating and destroying:
theHrevolutACnary program and spirit and members Of the
and in corrupting and Stultifying the organization. Only such
a comloinatiOn..could:make. possible the irresponsible iMpudence.--,
of SUch.a. political statement, such reasons for liquidation,
and such -high-handed and'burOcratic probedure.

. .

_

- ThoSetho-believed that the Stalintern.represented:Marxism
aria, :the interests of the:working Class now face the Contra,.

-41ction that in the period. :of greatest need their internatio-
nal center is dissolved and on the basis of a rejection of
internationalismi No wonder the Coughlins and the Dies

-:-.0Ome the reasons even more than the.adt'l:
The truth is just the opposite of what t4e,..Saliriiet say.
The working class needs todaY luore than over an international
,center of revolutionary working clastpartieS:based upon-
Earxian principles and demodratic:centralismthe kind of In-
'ternational Marx and Lenin, wanted to.build'and Started to
build, but did not live .long enough to finish_

'Have the Will bo Buila
Will Come. to YoU."

a Party and the Oppressed of the World

May 25, 1943.
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